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To Mark
I have no regrets.
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1
Dear Anthony,
Why did you abandon me? Our bond is greater than a conversation but your
words bring a rationality to the world that we all need. I know you have his love
of success but just be careful not to let it consume you. Never be afraid to taste
the fire, just do not hold onto the flame—either take it down or spit it out. That
way, you will stay dry and not smoulder. Do they pay you well? Is a full
schedule worth a broken family to sell?
I know his demise surprised and tortured you as well, in your own way, we all
could tell. Why are you silent? You know I have not forgotten the time we
curiously explored that sacred boundary and I fear I made it quickly profane.
When can we go for a drive together? Do you ever wonder about me? I will
always laugh at your jokes and learn the newest crazes with fervour by standing
in your doorway. If only we had actually talked over the years, maybe we would
be tight now; right now, I need as many pure friends as possible. Does it bother
you that I am not very traditional? If you are ever in the city, you should come
with me to the park, or cruising down the darkened, empty streets at night, or
whatever.
Jonathan
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Dear Bridget,
The warmth of your hand still burns in the palm of mine. Do you remember, as
well as I do, sitting on the stage in the gym, our wobbly legs dangling over the
side? Your cheek warmed and melded to mine as I so confusedly kissed it. And
your glances remained sideways as candy tainted our breath, though our
mouths, to this day, have never met each other. You were my first and I think of
you whenever I publicly display—publicly perform—my affections. There have
been several hundred since you, but none have given me the ambition you have.
We lasted but a moment but only we know how long that moment became. You
are not the only moment of which I am made, but even stars can exist in the
shade. Please, let me tell you how saddened I was to learn of your brother’s
passing, but now that you have a family, I wonder if you still need my
happiness. Great mystery surrounds us, and I would always wonder back in
high school if you counted me as yours, too. Great mystery still surrounds us,
and I would prefer to keep it that way. Our laughter travels this timeline. You
never led me astray, and really, what more can I say? Without you, I would not
have known what I do so well.
Jonathan
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Dear Carmen,
Your bandages are permanent and you managed to damage the firmament. Who,
other than you, could have soared so high in so simple but passionate a way? I
pity the abuse you have endured and would have beaten away from you all of
your attackers. Is that why you sought the rapture of beauty? And came to
control it? I admire your resilience even with your disease. Many men and many
bottles lined our halls, but, girl, you have always had it all. Your music still
soothes me as it resonates in my soul timelessly. My fallen troubadour, sing to
me again, someday.
Thank-you for keeping me and taking such a bewildering chance. I know I have
salted your wounds but why could you not understand me? Was I too “teen”, or
too “in between”? Keep questioning everything and, my love, I may let you in.
Our embraces do not last years, but sporadic segments along an eternal and cold
chain. What are you running from? Who do I remind you of? How can talent
exist amid so much suffering and yet still resort to blame? You nurtured me very
well, I will give you that. Maybe, like a statue, if you breathe your story you will
crack, but I want to know what has made your age so brave—and has the pain
been worth it?
Jonathan
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Dear Daphne,
If the Universe wills it, I know you will understand why I must be both bitter
and sweet in writing you. I had little spirituality until you entered my life and for
your introduction of prayer into it I will be forever grateful. My anger has too
often been directed at you, but I feel we are both big flakes that could warm up
to a day-planner or commit to a sort of pragmatic prayer blessing one another. I
will forever feel that pain of your loss last November, and I have the same hole in
my heart as you do in yours. I wish you had more time for me but realize how
much you have invested over these many years. Sometimes your inconsistency
represents you in the worst light, but no matter—you, dearest, have always kept
me warm and shown me the way.
I fear you will travel again, soon, and leave me here in my usual bind. I wish I
could kiss you and tell you the time. You are the most esoteric woman, so
nomadic and with mystical doubt, ready to show me, if I will listen, how to go
about. Your desert is not where your womb now lays and I know you will have
young ones to help you know what to say. Please, keep the light on for me.
Jonathan
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Dear Ebony,
The spiral was yours and mine and I will never forget the nights we wound our
way up and down it. You taught me so much about being myself and being a
mess. I want to thank you for listening to all of my stories and wiping all of my
tears. I wish I could show you the beauty you showed me. No one can wear heels
like you. I have always wanted to be yours but friendship has been an amazing
substitute for our intense love. I will always wonder what the world would be
like if we kissed. When you went away I really appreciated your letters and the
chats. Has anyone ever told you how mesmerizing you really are?
I still have all of the artwork you made for me. I respect our quieter lifestyles we
live now; together, but still apart. I am so damn proud of you, for teaching me to
follow a dream, by following yours. No one can style hair like you. The drugs
were our strange bedfellows but at night they never warmed me like you did.
Why did you ever take a chance on a fool like me? You have been everything I
have always wanted in a girlfriend. I want you to know how beautiful you are. I
will always be protective of you and your heart.
Jonathan
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Dear Faith,
You taught me to balance my illness with my creativity, but when will you teach
me to overcome my demons? I only ask because they have nearly devoured my
heart and my soul is still in pieces. Your exotic beauty arouses me every time we
meet and I love the way you wear those designer pumps on your feet. I tell
people, with schoolboy pride, that you look like a porn star—and I mean that in
the best way, because you know I respect porn. I love my ability to make you
smile, even under the most dire circumstances, and how you tilt your head in
hesitant agreement. Our visits are my new merriment and I have no fear giving
you full disclosure—the same disclosure I have so often struggled with
otherwise.
When do I get to know where you are from and why you are here, you angel
calming my life? Do you suffer as I do? You are too fond of pushing me in a
direction too beneficial to yourself sometimes. I can understand why, but it
displeases me. I wish you were mortal. My pedestal has no care in the world that
you have been perched there for some time, but I wish—severely I wish—I could
climb up there with you. Is that why you have stopped taking my hand?
Jonathan
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Dear Gloria,
What do you hide behind those owl’s eyes, with a wisdom so forefront? I am
grateful you have allowed me such enviable access to your graces, and that you
have not judged a single one of my traumas. You need to return to your art and
let me encourage you. I wish I could impress you on a social, cultural scale. I am
penniless and too directionless to earn your complete admission into comfort.
Your greatest though rare fault is that you strive too hard without indulging in
the pleasures of your Self. I like to think I correct that whenever I reveal an
arcane interest. You always, surprisingly, know more than I do about what I
mean.
Let me confess that I wish to have your power someday—the power to articulate
my wants, my desires, and my intentions. Your strength is exemplary. But, your
temper has often implanted fear within me. With great power of mind comes
great sacrifice of patience I have found. You have grown so much since we have
met—and I, too. The frankness of our gatherings tells me that maybe we can be
true friends without our present limitations. I am still very grateful for your
discovering me and recognizing my eccentricity as an asset and not something to
laugh at. I bow before your towering ethic and am humbled.
Jonathan
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Dear Howard,
What poisons the well also poisons the heir. Why did you leave? Were you really
never there? I am your imitator because you blackly inspire me. You were so
anti-heroic I wanted to traverse the earth to admire you. And I still do. You
drank too much but so did I. We are like decadent brothers burning our selves
alive. Why do we do this? Why did you do it? What was your final thought as
your world exploded? Did you call out to me? My questions are without end,
because it is a struggle to make lost time bend. You wit, you dandy, you insane
daddy—please, hold me.
I miss lying in bed with you, watching several T.V.s all at once, discussing our
shared mystery during the commercials. I hope you know that they still ridicule
us, and that our sympathy must have long been spent. But, I love you. I love you.
I love you. I still have you coursing through my veins, and no one has ever
kissed my forehead but you and one boy that reminded me terribly of you and
your rainy, wet gothic of a set of lips. Do you know the patriarchs now? Will you
come back to me as another troubled boy? Our insanity is circular. I am sorry,
but I have to keep healthy now. Come back.
Jonathan
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Dear Irene,
You were a mouse of a woman and I your elephant of a man. This gentle giant
could not be comforted except by your soothing patience. I really want to thank
you for helping me express myself. Without you I would not be able to breathe.
Why did you talk so much? I had so much to tell you, if only we could have
learned. Your timely smile still greets me in my less-troubled mind. I am still not
doing very well, but your advice has always assuaged me. I always thought we
should have visited more frequently, just so you could understand this mess of a
machine. Laughter was frequent enough for me and I think you could use some
help coming out of your shell. I want to be that person we spoke of, the one that
could come out of his.
When can I give you advice or lend my ear? I feel you often pushed me away but
you also taught me to respect boundaries and limitations, unless that was just an
elaborate ruse to make me feel benefitted. You know how I worry too much, and
you, you were more a mother than any of my friends. Days with you were
exercises in finding the right time to say the right things for me to use when
speaking to the wrong people.
Jonathan
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Dear Jack,
You were never there emotionally. You may have spread your riches around but
you will still never buy me. She may call you hers and he may share the secrets
of the trade with you, but apart from fuel, what have you injected into my
family? No one can replace my creator, and no additional unit can make the role
greater. My ire, know now that you deserve it. Her love, know now that you will
still never conserve it. I will not apologize for my neglect of your effort, but I will
acknowledge your ongoing support, knowing full well you never intended any
of it for me—the “trouble-maker”.
Why do you stay? Do you love us? Do you love me? How come you have never
given me the benefit of the doubt? What is your silence all about? I have
explained mine. I have heard that you are not well, which, surprisingly, does
sadden me. You are not evil, you are just not what I continue to need. I hope
your body improves, as you keep things going, albeit without the heart usually
needed behind family. Please take care of them for me. Let this be my
acknowledgement of our turmoil and the symbol of our tumult. If you want
resolve then learn to tinker with a different kind of machine, and do it fast.
Jonathan
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Dear Karina,
You were my Virgil; the first to guide me into the depths of my madness. You
had a great way of making me feel comfortable about it all. Back then, you were
the only person I looked forward to seeing. You appreciated me for what I was—
a troubled young man with great talent—and you let me teach you a few things.
We discussed what I feared to bring up at home or in the classroom and you
praised me for it. I know you still help others but why did you have to go?
Everyone leaves me long before the end of the relationship is due. Do you
remember when I taught you Pythagorean Numerology? Or how I was still
wearing a cast at that time? The weather was crisp—winter, for Christ’s sake.
You were so warm.
Your perception of me predated that of a great woman who would come later,
but that common intuition meant my illness was strong. You were such a great
first friend in a sticky situation. I appreciate you muchly. I still think of the
“boxes”, and how that analogy fit so well and still does, explaining my critics to
me. I cannot think of how you could improve but I advise you to continue being
so open and accepting of the ideas of others. Your hair was beautiful.
Jonathan
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Dear Lewis,
I wish I could have removed that thorn from your lion’s paw. Every one of my
touches made you roar. I will always hold you as the greatest of my loves but
only I will ever understand why. What melted my heart was that night we told
each other we loved one another and then spent the late hours crying until dawn.
That is how I knew you were the one for me at that very tumultuous time I hope
you can now forgive me for. I could not foresee my illness appearing like it did
or our fists taking the place of hugs. Like a saint, I kept your relics—stains of
blood here and broken hearts there. Will you ever know how completely volatile
you were and how you consumed my entire life not for the better?
We were conscious of the power of passion, especially in bed. No one has ever
pleased me with so angry a touch before. You remind me too much of my father
and I wish you both would stop haunting me. I feel like the homosexual Hamlet
going mad in his castle, wanting to stop my racing thoughts. But, at least we
have always given it with just exactly what we have got. I have heard what you
do now and I optimistically wonder where you got your voice.
Jonathan
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Dear Meredith,
You had a killer haircut and a piercing way of asking me questions. They told me
you have your own thing going on elsewhere, and that is totally cool. But, I miss
you. I will never forget how you discovered what makes me act this way.
Without you I would still be slumped in the corner, raving—and it was never a
party. How did you know? Were you that gifted? You had a touch, a vocal and
emotional way of peering within me while I planted a row of fake smiles across
my arid face. You rescued me and I have to say that I would be dead if you had
not. You should have stayed.
I have nothing but affectionate sentiment and exceptional praise for your care.
Like always, I wish that society did not forbid our friendship, though it had to
end. I want you to know that I am still approaching stability and could really use
a push. There are no more pushers, just a few helping me express my turmoil
and overcome it. You helped hold my relationship with that boy together just a
bit longer, and I am grateful, though it got much, much worse. I hope this
reaches you at a time when you can appreciate bitter introspection, you genius.
Do you still love to cook? Are you still meditating?
Jonathan
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Dear Nathalie,
You played your tragedy well and you taught me so much about appearances.
We shifted our shapes in the wilderness and I remember it was then when I
hugged you that you seemed so artistic and motherly to me. What we created
was a new “me”. How is your son? Do you still direct? You put me on your stage
and I have been performing on another sort ever since. The lines you taught me
were ones of affirmation, not simple portrayal. I wanted to be as consummately
cool as you.
I think of you whenever I feel not like myself—for better and worse. You came to
me at a point in my life when I was needing to learn how to wear a mask. I hope
you continue to share your gift and I hope you know I stopped talking to you
because things got thick. You still intimidate and provoke me, alluring in your
gaze—the only part of you that would remain truthful. Artifice is a great art and
expression is freedom. Thank-you, liberator, for liberating me. Never would I
reveal my entire self unless you would reveal the entirety of yours. Some of my
many early accolades came my way in your room and you helped me deal with
success. Do you still push the envelope? Are there any boundaries to cross?
Jonathan
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Dear Owen,
Pretension never clothed itself in more mysterious a garb. I remember making art
with you into the small hours, and listening to the moans of third-rate porn. How
could we have gone from high art to glossy debauch? Each movement is a
vignette in our friendship and I at once want to indoctrinate you into my
movement. Thank-you, you, for being my therapist and obliging my hours of
speculation; like a judge, you head my investigations. When will you reveal
more of yourself? You cannot be too simple, or else the muses would ignore you,
which I know they opt not to do.
You need more experience and I have always wanted to teach you how to fuck,
like my Queen once said. I remember how your hair hid your humble clothes
and I remember how you spotted me the money to pay for my pills. What can I
pay you to assist in cracking that tough shell she has put around and on top of
you? You need freedom. I am sorry I could not be your roommate. You know
how my illness plagues me. I hear your music when I think of the next
generation and I try to channel the power to inspire you to make more soon.
What stops you from confessing to me? What are you running from? I fell into
you.
Jonathan
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Dear Penny,
I suffered long from your abuse. You had a sway that was more toxic than
influential and you controlled me. Others have told me you fucked them over in
the same way, too. What is it inside of you? A need to dominate and manipulate
because your own faculty of control in your life has disintegrated? I fear even the
thought and memory of you, and I still hate your name and hair. We competed
needlessly for some pitiful bounty of nameless awards. I thought our friendship
was pure until you pulled your shit.
You always claimed you made me who I am, but it was a pitiful claim. I have
more in me of ideas than of people I have encountered composing my structure. I
entirely hope you are far away from here. However, I do not wish you ill. Your
intelligence has always frightened me and I know you could be successful if you
used your superpowers for good. I once thought I had loved you. I revered you,
so vainly, and without discretion. How did you do that to me? How do you work
your illicit charm? You deserve a major transformation before we reunite for our
final battle—whenever and wherever that will be. You have haunted me and my
social life for years. Only now do I have my own voice, bitch.
Jonathan
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Dear Quinn,
You saved me with mythology and I will always thank you epically for that. You
vanished after I did and though I can find no trace, I have the image of a sweet,
sweet face. You knew how to conquer my earliest rebellions and you served me
decadent conceptual sweets. We were in synch; in tune with a wonderfully
destructive moment. You must remember me. I miss living in the ghetto with
you and the reward of uncovering wisdom with the innocence of a child’s hand.
I think my memory of you is one of my most surreal—when you were in the
room, my storm was serene and the filth of our surroundings no longer
astounded us.
What do you do now? Are you still tough? You handled gold so well, even when
it was called filth and rough. I still have the book and am glad you sent it, so long
after the fact. I hope I can learn from your dedication. You had the mouth of a
nun and the hair of a liberal. What you would say, you would say calmly and
that really confused me. No one else spoke to me like you did. Thank-you, so
much for that. Maybe, if you like, we can discuss Pegasus and the heroes, and the
heroes inside of us all. You gave me my appetite.
Jonathan
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Dear Roger,
You devoured me. You were a child and I was a confection, wrapped in turmoil,
and waiting to make the connection. Thank-you for bringing me out of that
episode and embracing me. Do you know how handsome you have always
been? I remember the candle burning as I wept, asking you to give me
communion. How blessed your touch was and how naïve we were in those days.
Only now do I know that my illness was coming to the fore, a few years before
the world knew. You were mistaken in your decision to remove me from your
side, as the pain dealt to me by fate at the same time was nearly enough to send
me back entirely whence I came. Why the hell did you do that? I needed you.
Why did I seduce you when we reunited?
I was always mesmerized by your height, your sweetness, and how passive you
were. I wish you took greater charge and not when you left me needing your
voice in my bleeding ear. Why do you depend on your family like you do? When
will you make your way in this world? You will own this world if you keep
artistically flavouring it. Just get some confidence, darling boy. You have a way
of containing yourself that disappoints and poisons and astounds me. Let it out.
Jonathan
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Dear Spencer,
The word was our sword and we battled ennui politely. I will always have your
back even though yours was usually turned to me. I was never bored and tasted
every verb you wrote. You let the light in and it would have blinded me if it were
not for your cool shades. It has been ages since we last worked together on an
essay or vignette but I hear you still tell the neophytes of my interview and
poems. You seemed so saccharine and I never knew why. Did you have the balls
to make a fist whenever you would cry?
It was “Hamlet” in the Shire, and maybe a Blessed Virgin was there, too. I knew
everything you did but never anything about you. You were my father in
designer clothes with a voice that warmed like fleece. I hated how you sacrificed
so much time instead of getting close. I want to thank you for helping me make it
to the next station of my life. You could have used a little edge or maybe a little
rock sensibility. Regardless, you have always been a star to me and taught me
graceful polity and deference. We always wanted to know who kissed you in the
mornings before you arrived and whether that place you called yours was
Heaven or a dive. Write me sometime.
Jonathan
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Dear Tabitha,
You Material Girl, are you still watching movies in a suit? You empowered me to
express myself through a lens and through a carefully-plotted little script. Your
style was passive and so Zen, I often would wonder how you could control
yourself like that. We spent so often debating about whether the music should
ever enter or dominate the frame, and that was my little game to brag myself up
and get to know you at the same time. You are totally cool and I miss you a lot—
why do we have to share the same city but not the same block? Of time, of life, I
digress; and I wish we actually got to hear what your canonical favourites were.
I have to take a great absence but I will continue to rate the quality of the
dénouement against the context of the film’s date. You should have talked more
and listened less, to be honest with you—I must. Why did you skitter so timidly
away when others would approach you? What darkness do you hide? I feel we
could have been amazing friends and collaborators if only both of us could dance
around the awkwardness of it all. Maybe we can meet at work and have another
little office chat. I would somehow unravel you and thank you for making me
want that.
Jonathan
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Dear Ursula,
You cared too much for a past I was able to leave behind. You angered me with
each word of gossip you excitedly spewed forth before me. You made me feel ill
just being in your company. You did stand up for me, though, and I doubt it was
out of friendship, but whatever the reason why, I thank you. You taught me selfconfidence and how to have a good time—but no one seems to have ever told
you the party is over. Why were we so afraid to take things further? Why did
you sporadically stop talking to me?
You had such fleeting ambitions. You were so beautiful, too, though. I had to be
with you wherever you would go. How could companions be so unfamiliar? You
knew nothing about me—nothing fundamental. You consumed my patience like
it were your unrationed wine. You could never manage to tear me apart like you
could with so many others, but you tore my heart a little more every time you
misunderstood my morals. I think you did these things because you had to
struggle for attention in your large family. You lacked substance but knew
nothing but substances—that is what scared me. I learned how to break a heart
from you—I watched you do it to so many. I hope you find some depth.
Jonathan
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Dear Veronica,
Your tattoos were your shirt and I am still trying to make it underneath. Fate
alone knew we would both lose an archetype so special. No one told me how
wonderfully compassionate you are and I think your caring for others led you
from me to your infidelity, as incompatible a thought as that may be. You were
too caught up in the substances of youth to blossom when I needed you to. I
hated the concept of many of your friends but I know they held you together. It
was an adventure to go visit you, along that distant shore.
What do you do now? Will you ever ink my name across your famous chest? I
really am very sorry we lost our connection but you made me realize through
your absence what my real preference is. I appreciate what you did for my dear
friend on that class trip, and he appreciates it, too. I wish you would clean up,
but I hear you mainly have. Kudos, my beauty. I remember your mother being
brilliant and insane all at once, like my own father. If only that night we slept
together had been more than literal. I liked the protective barrier of your body
next to mine. Whenever you inhale your daemon, know that mine still asks for
you. Yes, you are something else, love.
Jonathan
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Dear Whitney,
You were my Sister and our family back in the day was my most intimate
community and our closeness was even greater when the others went away—so
why did you never reveal yourself to me? You ridiculed my struggles and you
made gossip of my plight. Your nose could not have been higher in the air. What
were you hiding? I think you hid everything to cling to the notoriety mystery
brings. Your intelligence was not absent but was not impeccable. Your lies
became so inconsistent that even the rest of the family refused to return. You
made me feel like shit and I always felt more awkward sitting in a room facing
you than when anywhere else with anybody else.
You destroyed my trust and made me fear with rabid paranoia the things which
once brought me comfort. You were a lost girl, troubled in finding her way back
to herself. You were never worthy of my friendship or full disclosure. You
presented yourself in such a sickeningly pompous way that I now use your name
as a byword for failed persona. Someday, I hope to overcome this anger and
bless you with my forgiveness and understanding. You mesmerized and
misused me. Your ability to make people feel weaker than you was exceptional.
Your insecurity has given me confidence, I can assure you of that.
Jonathan
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